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“I can’t have an abortion after seeing that!”
There it was. The decision made between
life and death. And all it took was seeing.
She stared at the ultrasound screen, taking
in the image of her unborn child. Until now,
she had thought it was just a lump of tissue.
A mass of flesh. A product of conception. A
potential life. Anything other than a baby.
– Client
But how could she argue with her own
eyes? In this case seeing was believing.
And what she saw was a baby. Or, as she
put it, “a BABY baby.”
Can you think of anything more
beautiful than a woman realizing — in a
flash of reality — that she is going to be a
mom? You are part of this beauty. Every
day, you make it possible for women to
meet their pre-born baby for the first
time on an ultrasound.
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It has been said that each person’s life directly
influences at least 7 other lives around them in a
significant and profound way. The choice of one
person not only affects them, but also parents,
grandparents, families and close friends. As we help
those in need, we help not only an unborn child
but also the mother, the father, the family, the next
generation and so many more. Those we touch, one
at a time, will truly make an impact on eternity.

FILL A BABY BOTTLE, SAVE A LIFE!

Joy or sorrow, delight or despair, there is a choice to
be made. Today, our center is helping clients who
face these choices to choose life and end the tragedy
of abortion. Please help us as we make a difference...
one life at a time.

A woman chooses life when she sees her baby
via ultrasound more than 80% of the time. Each
bottle with $28 will underwrite ONE HOUR
of ultrasound. $56 will underwrite two
ultrasounds!

How can you help? Fill a bottle with spare change
today, pray, participate in our Walk for Life and
fundraising banquet, become a financial partner,
volunteer, donate baby items, and help us get the
word into churches.

Each family that gives at least $28.00 will receive a
picture of a life saved and the corresponding story
of the mother’s decision!

Free services that we offer:
• Pregnancy test
• Ultrasound
• 24-Hour Hotline
• Peer counseling
• Baby & maternity clothing
• Abortion recovery

1. Just pick up a baby bottle
2. Fill it with coins, cash, or checks made
payable to CPCSC
3. Return it to the church within one month

Bottles for Ultrasound: When you sponsor an
ultrasound for a pre-born child by filling a baby
bottle, you are literally giving the baby the gift of life.

Corporate Offices
& Avenues Pregnancy Clinic
1911 W. Glenoaks Blvd. Suite A
Glendale, CA 91201
818-843-0422

Hollywood Women’s Center
862 N. Vermont Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90029
323-913-2066
avenuespc.org
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